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The Strategic Framework of Action Against Genderbased Violence and Femicide was developed by the
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response to the national crisis declared during a
national public address by the Presidency in
September 2019.
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Tel: (+27) 84 714-1796
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/Message From The Founder

Black Doek Movement SA was birthed in response to the
increasing gender-based violence incidents in South Africa. This
was further highlighted during the Covid-19 lockdown. The
Black Doek Movement SA serves to represent and advocate for
the rights of womxn, children and men, shouting "STOP KILLING
US!" A movement made of womxn clothed in strength, dignity,
tenacity; determined
to encourage freedom, wisdom,
determination, victory, hope, love, class, grace and a deep will
for justice to be served. A movement ready to STAND UP for an
immediate end to the brutal killing of womxn and children in
South Africa. Abuse is abuse and violence does not discriminate.
The Black Doek Movement aims to be fully inclusive in
addressing issues of gender-based violence and femicide. Our
approach seeks to address the challenges faced by marginalised
communities and our movement calls for an end to all forms of
homophobic attacks and hate crimes against of anyone,
regardless of their disability, gender identity or sexual
orientation.
This document serves to encapsulate the who, the why, the what
and the how of this movement. Bringing to life what we do, our
inter-dependencies on various role-players and the critical
success factors (CSFs) we hope to achieve in the short, medium
and long-term.
RISE UP, SOUTH AFRICA!

- Kelleigh James
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Doek
|’dʊk: | (noun) Doek is a South African word for ‘headscarf’ – a
cloth traditionally worn by African womxn to cover their head.

Traditionally, as per the African culture, wearing a doek
symbolises respect. Around the world, this cultural symbol
is embraced as a fashion statement. But to the Black Doek
Team, it means more than that.
A doek is a sign of peace, love, inclusivity, prayer, mourning
and heartbreak. A doek carries many emotions and many
meanings. It is a tribute to the many who lost their lives.
More so, it is a loud voice saying "NO MORE."
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/1. About The Movement
The #BlackDoekMovementSA
represents womxn and men who
are voiceless, more so, children
who are the observers and or
victims of violent crime in South
Africa (SA).
Our Vision: We envision a SA
where gender-based violence and
femicide (GBVF) will be brought
to an immediate end; where
womxn, children and men are
safe, treated equally and are
supported; receiving the justice
they deserve.
Our Mission: A movement
representing womxn, children
and men across our communities
in SA, to promote communitycentered and multidisciplinary
collaboration where government,
the justice system, citizens,
professionals and allies are
dedicated to ensuring our
communities are safe.

Our Goals:
To advocate for the rights of
womxn, children and men in SA.
To eradicate violent crime in the
communities we serve.
To mobilise the skills of the people
we serve by identifying their
strengths to utilise key role
players in communities.
To effectively manage resources
to achieve real and lasting results
for communities.
To support initiatives that include
but
are
not
limited
to
environmental, social, advocacy
and human rights campaigns.
Initiatives to promote social
cohesion and influence political
will within in all spheres of
government.
To continuously play a part in
developing society, improving
communities, and promoting
citizen participation wherever we
are operational.
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/2. Our Call To Action
The Black Doek Movement aims to
answer the call by the President "for
South Africans to be part of the
implementation of the National
Strategic Plan from 2020 to 2030. To
support the plan, materially and
morally, and to be active forces for
change in their homes and their
1
communities."
GBVF are serious life-threatening
issues impacting the lives of
womxn, children and men in SA. The
scourge of violence is increasing and
according to Statistics SA, South
African womxn are murdered by their
male counterparts five times more
2
than the global average.

1 National Strategic Plan on Gender-Based Violence & Femicide (2020)
2 National Department of Health (NDoH), Statistics South Africa (Stats
SA), South African Medical Research Council (SAMRC), and ICF. (2019).
South Africa Demographic and Health Survey 2016. Pretoria, South
Africa, and Rockville, Maryland, USA: NDoH, Stats SA, SAMRC, and ICF.

During times of crisis, as highlighted
during the Covid-19 pandemic, the
rate of violence, abuse and
exploitation has risen particularly
amongst womxn and young girls who
are at greater risk. 2
Our time is NOW! This is not the time
to be SILENT. We cannot afford to
ABSTAIN or be APATHETIC! We all
have a VOICE and each and every one
of us can effect CHANGE!
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/3. GBVF Statistics in South
Africa

50%

3,000

Womxn have
experienced
sexual or intimate
partner violence
(IPV).

Womxn lost their
lives as a result of
GBV between
April 2018 and
March 2019.

4%

16%

Of perpetrators of
gender-based
and sexual
violence are
prosecuted.

3 Jewkes, R., J. Levin, and L. Penn-Kekana, Risk factors for domestic
violence: findings from a South African cross-sectional study. Social
science & medicine, 2002. 55(9): p. 1603-17.
4 Machisa, M., et al., The War at Home. 2011, Genderlinks, and Gender
and Health Research Unit, South African Medical Research Council
(MRC) Johannesburg.
5 Jewkes, R., et al. Preventing Rape and Violence in South Africa: Call for
Leadership in A New Agenda For Action. MRC Policy Brief, 2009.
6 Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust. 2017. From reporting to trial – how rape
cases
fall
through
the
cracks.
Retrieved
from:
https://rapecrisis.org.za/from-reporting-to-trial-how-rape-cases-fallthrough-the-cracks/

Of all HIV
infections could
be prevented if
womxn did not
experience IPV.
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/GBVF Command Centre
Statistics
Overview During the Covid-19 pandemic, the rates of GBV incidents reported
to the National GBV Command Centre (0800 428 428) increased, of which the
7
highest rates occurred during Level 3 lockdown.

7 Department of Social Development, GBV Command Centre Statistics
Report (2020)
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/4. Expected Outcomes
The overall and expected outcomes of
this movement is to fundamentally
ensure that the core needs of the
people are met. That government and
communities country-wide become
fully immersed in ensuring the longterm sustainability of communitycentric programmes and initiatives.
To build strong and long-lasting
networks with various stake-holders

to remain consistent in the planning
and execution of objectives towards
reaching our desired outcomes over
the medium to long term period.

/5. Community-Centric Action
Plan
Our core values emcompass educational, social, justice, legal, health and
empowerment services. We collaborate with organisations, citizens,
professionals and allies to deliver services to GBV victims. The initial pilot
phase will be rolled out in Eldorado Park, south of Johannesburg, with the
goal of extending the movement nation-wide within different communities.
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/6. Our Projects
To reach the movement's desired outcomes, the following flagship projects will
be rolled out through collaboration with various stakeholders and partners. The
expected outcomes of our proposed projects are:
Outcome 1

Outcome 2

Outcome 3

To be rolled out in all
majorly affected
areas.

To address the
many cultural belief
systems surrounding
gender roles which
indirectly contribute
to GBVF.

To promote safe
public spaces within
communities which
are conducive and
safe for all.

6.1 Project One: HEALTH

6.3 Project Three: EMPOWERMENT

OWN MY HEALING

FREE TO BE ME

6.1.1 Objectives

6.3.1 Objectives

To
roll
out
step-by-step
programmes to support the
emotional wellbeing and cultural
stigma of victims of GBVF.
To provide victims with quality
mental and physical healthcare, as
well as sexual and reproductive
healthcare services.
6.2 Project Two: SOCIAL
MY ELDER, MY PROTECTOR
6.2.1 Objectives
To
identify
respected
and
trustworthy
men
in
our
communities to attend to calls of
GBV victims and to facilitate
intervention by or escalation to the
relevant authorities.
To facilitate the process of
reporting crime to the relevant law
enforcement agencies.

To roll out the initiative and partner
with various stakeholders and
supporters (e.g. Seta) who offer
skills development programmes.
6.4 Project Four: AWARENESS AND
EDUCATION
LET'S TALK IT OUT
6.4.1 Objectives
To host quarterly dialogues in
identified places of worship, schools
and online platforms to share
knowledge and equip communities
with the necessary tools to identify
the early signs and symptoms of the
different kinds of abuse.
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6.5 Project Five: MOBILIZATION

6.6 Project Six: LEGAL

RISE SA, RISE!

IT'S MY RIGHT

6.5.1 Objectives

6.6.1 Objectives

To mobilize change-makers, such as
ambassadors
and
influencers
within civil society, to advocate
against GBVF and empower
citizens on issues pertaining to
GBVF.
To utilise social media platforms to
engage and create awareness
aimed at civil society.
To identify key role players within
government to partner with
BDMSA towards implementing
GBVF programmes.
To
encourage
and
identify
community-based stakeholders as
GBVF service providers.

To empower communities by
hosting and providing training on
the various Sexual Offences Acts.
Through the practical implementation
of our action plan, we will address the
generational cycle of abuse and
violence. The objective of our
programmes are for victims to reintegrate into society as survivors healed and whole individuals who can
contribute towards ending the
scourge of GBVF.

/ 7. Our Ambassadors
Our movement has identified key role players in SA towards
strengthening our voice by connecting to their following to advocate
against GBVF.

/Chante
Jantjies
SABC News Anchor.
MetroFM Presenter.
Entrepreneur.

/Leanne
Dlamini
SA Artist. Song Writer.
Activist. Founder of
EndGirlHate Movement.

/Catherine
Constantinides
Climate Activist. Human
Rights Defender.
Humanitarian.
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/Biance
Le Grange
SA Artist. Actress.
Presenter.

/Carolyn
Steyn
Actor. Philanthropist.
ClassicFM Radio Host.
Founder of 67 Blankets for
Nelson Mandela
Day. Human Rights
Activist.

/Iris
Cupido
Social Activist. Community
Champion. Consultant.
Former CEO of SABC
Foundation.

/Yusuf
Abramjee
Social Cohesion Advocate.
Anti-crime Activist.
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/Jason Goliath
Comedian. KayaFM
Breakfast Host.

/Stanton
Fredericks
Soccer Commentator.
Former Bafana Bafana
Player.

/Sheldon
Tatchell
Founder of Legends Barber
Shop.

/TJ
Masilela
Provincial Chairperson of
Gauteng Community
Policing Forum.
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/Fabian
McCarthy
Ex-professional Soccer
Player. Coach/Mentor.
Soccer Analyst.

/Sello Hatang
Chief Executive of the
Nelson Mandela
Foundation.
Humanitarian. Change
Agent.

/Terence
Abrahams
Actor. Floor Manager at 7de
Laan. Board Director at
Yellow Ribbon
Foundation. GBV Activist
and Survivor.
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/Our Partners
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An initiative championed by
The Yellow Ribbon Foundation
NPO Reg.: 177-348

blackdoekmovement@yrf.co.za
@black_doek_movement_sa
@blackdoeksa
Black Doek Movement SA
Johannesburg
South Africa
(+27) 84 714-1796
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